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POLICY ANALYSIS IN EDUCATION:
THE CASE FOR INCREMENTALISM
Lelia B. Helms

Cf Policy. analysis is entering the terminology and practice of edu-
c:i cational decision making in a major way in the 1980s. As compel-

C\J tion for resources increases, educational policy-makers search for
decision-making strategies useful in facilitating the process of

C:1 sorting out and acting upon competing needs and complex prob-
L1J lems. For maw, policy analysis appears to offer promise as both a

conceptual fraInewark and an organizing pnicess for introducing
a greater degree of manageability into the field of applied educa-
tional decision making.

Policy <analysts approach probl7ms of decision making from
two fundamentally distinct perspectives: rational-

, comprehensive and incremental. This difference in approach

0 conditions much of the dialogue and research in the field of pol-
icy analysis. As educators seeking tomapply this literature to prob-
lems of educational decision making, it is important that both
sides of this lolig-standing academic debate over decision mak-
ing in policy analysis receive.broad circulation and be subjected
to close scrutiny by practitioners as well as by researchers.

Most of the existing educational literature on policy analysis
either advocates or employs the rational - comprehensive
approach to educational policy. the reasons for this are several
and most probably originate iii the bias of the academic commu-
nity towards a progressive and intellectually based rationalism,
{fiat is, the belief that reason is therimary source of knowledge.
The allure of the rational;comprehensive model rests in its em-
phasit upon searching out values and incorporating the best
knowledge available in-to th'e decision-making process.,
Educators appear to be drawn to-a decision-makirlg strategy
based on the value of k-nowledge,Jthe basic commodity of educa-
tion. Intellectually appealing, this strategy has sehous limitations

Vin practice; In the real world of decision making, the rational -
comprehensivecomprehensive approach is-frequently discarded or utilized only
retrospectively. Moreover, it is, poorly suited to the organiza-

Tr tional processes and environmental dynamics of education
l'ii where procedure frequently dominates substance. This mis-

match is, unfortunately, often ignored by proponents who prefer
intellectual clarity to the uncertainty of proceduial tinkering.

\ "it
ki The argument to be presented here is that incrementalism bet-

a e& describes the process and parameters of decision making in
education. Indeed, incrementalism may Serve as amore appro-

.priate strategy for applied decision making and as a model for
teaching in educational policy making in the future. The purpose
of this paper is to rev iew the concepts on incrementalism from
the available policy analysis and public administration literature
and to indicate the applicability of this knowledge to decisi9.11
making in education. "

2
,

Theory

Bnefly, the traditional moal of rational-comprehensive deci-
sion making may be characterized by the following

1 Clarification of values or objectives is distinct from and usually
prerequisite to empirical analysis of alternative policies

2 Policy formulation is therefore approached through means-ends
analysis First the ends are isolated, then the means to achieve
them are sought.

3 The test of a "good" policy is that it can be shown to be the most
appropriate means to desired ends.

4 Analysis is comprehensive;, every important, relevant factor is.'
taken into account.

5. Thtory is often heavily relied upon.'

The contrasting model of incrementalism was firs set forth by
Lindblom 21 years ago It consists of eight felatScl' attributes
wliich combine to provide a systematic framework or strategy for
problem solving.

1 Choices are made in a giv en political universe at the margin of the
status quo
A restricted variety of policy alternatives is considered and these

"Nalternativei are incremental, or small, changes in the status quo
3 A restricted number of consequences are considered for any given

'policy.
4 Adjustments are Made in the objectives of policy in order to con-

form to gi'v'en means of policy, implying a reciprocal relationship
between ends and means.

5 Problems are reconstructed, or transformed,, in the course of
exploring relevant,clata.

6 Analysis and evaluation occur sequentially, with the result that
policy consists of a long chain of amended choices.

7 Analysis and evaluation are oriented toward remedying a nega-
tively perceived situation, rather than toward reaching a precona
ceived go'al.

8. Analysis and evaluation are undertaken throughout seciety, that
is, the locus,of these activities is fragmentector disjointed.2

The framework of incrementalism for policymalung prestimes
'the complexity of socialProcesses and the consequent impossibil-
ity of determining in advanceexactly what the results of policy
.might be. It descnbes the way in which decisions are actually
made within organizations. Incremental policymaking is 'a'
strategy of decision making designed to reflect the "give and
take among organizational participants. It incorporates the con-
cept of ` "political expediency (or partisan mutual adjustmeht)
where matters for discussion among organizational decisibn
malers consist primarily of modifications to existing programs ---/
rather than of solutions to problems involving significant
change. It acknowledges that decision making is always cop-
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ditioned by scarcity in. the key resources of time and information
as well as by the need to minimize risk and uncertainly to dect
sion maker and organization alike. Incremental p,olicy inaking
also presumes the necessity and utility of feedback and the con-
sequent process of continuous mutual adjustment by partici-
pants in the decision-making process. This responsiveness is a
form of tinkering which is faCilitated by operating at the margin of
change.

Incrementalism encompasses three basic strategic components
for decision making in complex organizatiopal settings. First, in
order to avoid problems of goal displacement and to encourage
innovation without risking organizationalsurvival, an increnten-
talist decision-making strategy substitutes marginal experiment
tation fora priori policy analysis and substitutes sensitivity to
feedback for coordinative planning. Second is a term coined by
Lindblom, "partisan riVual adjustment,"' which describes\the
marketlike mechanisms upon which policy coordination relies,.
Coordination is achieved "epiphenomenity, as the byproduct of
autonomous efforts by various actors to achieve their objectives
throkigh hoc.accommodations with other actors."4 Competing
organizational decisionrnakers are said "to match,"the allocation
of-r ources to aggregate preferences much more satisfactorily
th centrally sponsored attempts to achieve coordination
th ough standardization, schedules, and plans."' Third, it pro-
vides a strategy for inquiry and policy development. The steps
within this strategy are as follows.

1. Start with an informed hypothesis about the system

2 On that basis, nonarbitranlY select the incremental intervention
that is expected to maxiniize utility, subject to the constraint that
whichever course of action is pursued must be reversible

3 Observe the results of the interventions to obtain data regarding
the compar4tive advantages of alternative tourses of action

4 Revise the hypothesis, or cliange it if necessary -
5 Repeat the procedure, backtracking and pursuing an alternatiw

course of action if the revised theory so indicates 6

The work of Lindblom and otherincrementalists is based on
two fundamental premises about the nature of the policy process

hich must be understood if policy analysis is to be a socially
useful tool.

First, understanding a social problem is not always necessary for
its amelioration a simple fact still widely overlooked.'

Second, all anal,pis-is incompltite, and.all Incomplete analysis may
fail.to 'grasp what turns out to be (-nth-al to good policy The Oulu
between synoptic (rational-comprehensive) and disjointed
crementalism is simply between ill-considered, often acciilecikal-',ge
incompleteness on one hand, arid deliberate, designed incompleit;rr
ness on the other 8

In the 21 years since its introduction into the literature of public
ddmiistration, the incrementalist theory of decision making
continues to be attractive as strategy for, as well as a theory of,
decision making. It conditions the basic conceptual framework
and teaching6trategies in the fields of policy analysis and publi5
aaministration9 as a decision-making strategy designed to pro-
duce limited, practicable, acceptable detgions. For educators it
offers some piromise of introducing a measure of manageability
into policymaking by emphasizing process over substance and

-by recognizing that sho,rt-term accommodation4 drive out long-
term soltitions.

*
_

Criteria and Circumstances for Appfication

of educational policy . The reasons for this should became clear as
', the relations,hip between each of the environmental ang organi-

zational factors weighing upon the choice of an inLrembrital as
opposed to a rational-comprehensive Mategy is assessed for
educational policy at all levels local, state and federal.

Several organizational and environmental limitations upon in-
cremental decision making have been descnbed in the general
literature of policy analysis. These include a series of factors or
conditions which condition the utility of applying an incremental
approach to certain categories of problems. Those environmental
characteristics which must be assessed when Lonsidering the ap-
propriateness of incrementalism include. .threshold . or critical
mass effects,, the struLturaledeLomposalnlity of' the particular prob-
lemSleepet,effeLts and the issigattention cycle. Those organiza-
tional charaderistics which m be assessed include the redun-
dancy of resources`,' the distribution of power,, and the maturity of the
organization. The ability of a decision maker to integrate these fac-
tors into consideration of w hich decision-making strategy to em-
ploy will enhance the quality of the'decision actually made.

A. Threshold or Critical Mass Effects
Certain types of policy enterprises have beev characterized in

the literaturpt° which do not appear to be well adapted to incre-
rpental decision strategy. These are "enterprises distinguished
by their demand for Comprehensive rather than incremental de:
cisions" and "policies characterized by an indivisibility in the
political commitment and resources they require for success. ""

This small but significant class of policies w hich are not condu-
cive toincremental decisions has several distinguishing features.
These include policy situations where the application of new
technologies to major, political or social problerris requires a
large-scale, risk-taking effori in order to approximate ac.ceptable
levels of performance. Policy dealing with protection for the pub-

fhe resultant radiation pollution in a nuclear power plant
malfunction is one example where a trial and eiror learning
approach to Policy development is not acceptable. In such a case,
policy must be comprehensively and centrally designed against
all the worst case scenarios. ,This class of pylfcy decisions is
characterized by an order of magnitude sufficient to forecloselhe-
incrementalist approach.

The general term threshold effects is employed to describe this
class of policy decisions. policies w hich depend for their success
upon factors which come into play only At high levels of political
and resource commitment and at a sufficient magnitude of
change are less susceptible to Ancremental..cleasion_making.
"Nonincremental policy pursuits are beset by organizational
thi:esholds 04 'critical mass' poll-its closely associated with their
initiation and subsequent development."' 2

Educational policy ischaracteriked by few such threshold or
critical mass effects' As a well-established and highly developed
policy enterprise, education isnot subject to many of the start-up
and critical mass effects which charactenze the development of a
few, usually new, policy areas. Nor do !nest categories of educa-
tional policy involve high levels of immediate visible and danger-
ous risk or complex networks of expensive technology in order to
function. Consequently the impact of threshold effects upon edu-
Cation is most clearly seen in the areaof educationalnnovation at
all levelsfederal, state, and local. The practical difficulty of as-
sembling a coalition sufficient to decide upon and then to irnple-
rent a policy option is frequently associated with the magnitude
of the change under consideration. Asa result existing programs
endure'w ith varying degrees of minor changes. Change occurs
marginally usually supplementing rather .than eliminating the
existing. When Mayor change is contemplated, such as a votAher

'system for education, Lommunity control of schools, ore_yen

The policy environment conditions the strategy of decision
taking available to the policymaker: It, is argued here that the
environment and organization of education strongly pre-.

\ dispose toward the choice' of an incremental rather than a
ationkcomprehensive appro'ach to decision making in the area
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complete revision of a district curriculum, it founders. Such
'major reform programs are unable, to assemble sufficient impetus
to overcome existing interests and inertia. It'is exceedingly dif7
ficult to attain the critical mass necessary for substantial change
in education at any level.As chronologically end structurally ma-
ture enterprises, educaliqaal organizations are precluded from
disruptive shifts in policy. This, in part, explains the difficulty of
developing and implementing policies involving substantial
change in education and the bias toward an incremental aid'
additive approach to policy.

B. Degree of Structbral Decomposability of the Task
Environment

The task environment to which policy is,addressed may re-
quire very different forms of response and decision strategies.
Some policy problems cannot be readily broken down into com-
ponent parts and consequently are responsive torrational rather
than incremental decision making. To illustrate the relationship
betWeen task environment and the problem-solving approach to
be employed:

Consider two societies, each endeavoring to use and protect water
resources as efficiently as possible. Assume that both societies are
trying to cope with an equal wafter land - population Matto and that
both confront similar idegres of uncertainty as to how the water re-
sources of their societies could and should be exploited:The water
resources of one Society,, however, are divided among many sepa-
rate watersheds, no one of which contains moropthan 10 percent of I
the water resources of the society as a whole In contrast, 90 percent
of the second society's water resources arconcentrated in one wa-
tershed, for example, a large river."

In this case, a strategy of incremental decision making is more
attractive and applicable in the former rather than in the latter
country. The latter faces a task environment which is far less de-
composable. Consequently, centrally coordinated and com-
prehensive policy will provide better policy outcomes for the lat-
ter. Again, the degree of structural decomposability in the policy
environment is cntical in determining the appropriate strategy of
decision.

The organization and delivery of education in this country is
highly decentralized. This constitutes a broadly decomposed task
environment more suited to incremtValist than rationalist
strategies of decision making. With independently organized
levels of educational government and with relatively few incen-
tives to coordinate and centralize, education functions in an envi-
ronment which is structurally decomposed, geographically dis-
persed, and at odds with the logic of compreh sive and rational
policymaking,

Examples of the diffict'llties facing policymakers attempting to
rationalize educational policy within, its environmental con-
straints are myriad The task (federal policymakersattemptilig
to create incentives to coordinate or standardize some area of pol-
icy is mostdifficult The well- cumented elusiveness of institut-
ing meaningful programs of s ('integration clearly illustrates
the difficulties of rational policymaking in education. Even when
policy, such as civil rights legislation, can be coordinated-andar-
ticulated at the fe,deral level of decision making, it is reinterpreted
and dispersed in the implementation phase al the local level, At
the state and local level the varietiOf school diStrict organiza-
tion and needs reduce the freqUency and utility of centralized
policymaking Local control is a jealously guarded prerogative.
This independence and decentralization characterize education
far more than most policy enterprises and creates strong bias
towards an incremental approach to policy problems. Moreover,
it offers some insight into the limits of federal policymaking of-
forts in public education a it is presently structured.

C.' Sleepert4fects
Sleeper effects offer a third class of enaron men tal characteris-

tics which must be considered in assessing tie utility of various
decision- making strategies." Sleeper effects appear only over
time and usually result from a .delayeJ reaction or from the effect
of the gradual buildup of a ca*sal chain. It is not the positive or
negativieonsequences of sleepe,r. effects but the.delay or miscu-
ing in feedback and consetiu.ent p3licy adaptation which are of
concern in a decision-making strfegy.

Two types of sleeper effects pose difficulties for policymakers.
The first results from a long lagttnit; in,producing reliable feed-
back. Here, sleeper effects mislead by appearing late and distort-
ing the evaluation process For example thalidomide and MS.
were approved- t general use when careful testing revealed no
harmful effects on those actually ingesting them. Insufficient
time lag'was built into the testing policy for these drugs so that
negative feedback was not available to those approging the
drugs. A second category of sleeper effect is the case in which too
much feedback overwhelm-s the responsible decision -units and
causes policy adaptation where such changes'may be unWar-
ranted. Initial results, particularly where negative and volumin-
ous, can skew policy evaluation and mislead assessment.

", The difficult) of,understanding policy impacts and.of building
sufficient time dIclay into policy evaluation and assessment
mechanisms is common to all decision strategies. It is accen-
tuated by the nature of the edutational process where both forms
of sleeper effects have exaggerated, impact upon policymaking..

'Since both are generic, in terms of the structure and substance of
education, neither one is susceptible to correction by employing a
specific decision-making strategy. Education, as asocial process,
remains beyond (he bounds of accurate evaluation and feedback
in many areas

Long lag time chiracteriies the assessment and evaluation of
most educational programs The educational policy environment
leaves decision makers particularly susceptible to this distUrtioh.
Program areas as broad.as human relations or as narrowlyde-
fined as a choice between two math curricula cannot -be accu-
rately evaluated within the practical limits of time, cost, and re-
sources which constrain policymakirig. The Jong -term sociologi-
cal, behavioral, and economic effects of such educational pro- .

grams are often only discernible,in the next generation. Yet the
structure of the policymaking situation responds to the most im- .

mediate and volliminous feedback for evaluation and adapta-
tion. Consequently, it is difficult to assess with accuracy and
confidence the impact of any specific educational policy and feed
that information back into the policy cycle: Beyond the im-
mediate and controversial direct tests drachlevement, there are('

- few well-developed means to evaluate the role of education lon-
gitudinally. It takes a generation in lead time to evaluate the im-
pact of many educational policy changes yet, rarely, is a genera-
tion allowed before evaluation anti change occur.

The other tf sleeper effects consequently dorninatesedu74
cational p icyma ing. Ovetteactton, conditioned by too short a-
feedback cycle, uses Policy to change before results can be
meanin sessed. Tile political structure of educattai, r-
Ocular' at e local level,encoturages feedback and often im
tience wi the slow nature of the cycliAof educatiojitfl evaquition,
Review o t t vied results from z;ocial programs emphasizing .

equity in ucation. institutions and programs reveals a pattern ,

of cyclical 'form and frustration with only token or tangential
evaluation. rile responsiveness that is twill into the democratic
and participatory value structure of our educational system thus .
miscues the evaluation phase. Policy modifications occur moreas
a result of the structure. of the educational political process than

4 0
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as a result of any intrinsic. ethic atonal valueor effect. In the strut ctverpromised and ciniittainahlv. When sold to theyublic as the
ture we have created for education, particularly at the district mean) to social equalization or mobility, educational prodarns
level, 'nocess often dominates substance. Short-term issues are frequently susceptible to such overscaling.-Unable to over-
drive ob long -termterm considerations. As a result, there is a strut- come initial effects of socioeconomic.background, Project Head'
tural bias towards incremental policymaking. ' .,start has been forced to modify initial policy expectations in

D: Issue Attention Cycle Effects .. the struggle to maintairLa viable base and programs! The dis-
, continuous nature of major 'policy change makek it difficult

A ginal environmental component conditioning the choice of to match organizational performance to public demand. As
decision,strategy is that of the issue dttention cycle. 's Public oPin- has been indicated, the issueattention cycle oscillates. Once con.,
ion oscillates freely Within our political system by frequently en- viiked that a policy issue has been' addressed, publiejnterest
larging rapidly and then declining suddenly. As an independent .

...--vranes and So does the constituency basis for support. Un-
political system, education is subject to the vagaries of public leSthe new policy.has located a steadfast political constituency
opinion. However, "public policy is not similarly fret to znove ' to back jts claims upon scarce resources, it is subject to sharp
smoothly along a continuum insofar as its scales- are con- discontinu 'of contraction; it is frequently oversold at the be-
cemed."" Policy responses instead depend upon Aumber of ginning of the cle and incapable of fulfilling such prinises.'Or,
organizational parameters, such as the .yearly cycles of budget, .alternatively, nce- the primary goal's are achieved, it proves dif-
personnel ntracts and scheduling, which mold policy_reac- ficult to sustain momentum and a base of political support for
tions in to ste -wise patterns of increments or decrements. Policy secondary goals. "Nonincremental policy is in essence unstable,
ordinarily conforms to these constraints once established. devoid of. middle ground between self-generating states of

Problems arise, howevir, when public attention f;ocuses on a grokvp and decay."" Increniental policy is more resistant to '
specific ilue or policy fka and introduces discontinuities into kwings irk the issue attention cycle. In this stability, it responds
the policy cycle. At this point the Sticture of decision making by more slowly in both the undersciiling and overscaling stages. .

increments is disrupted. If major changes are to occur, they Des'pite this, variations in the issue attention cycle may be lessi,s_
emeige at such points and are by definition nonincremental. disruptive upon educational policy than upon other policy areas.
"Nonincremental policies in particular must expand greatly if The locus of educational declion making in an independently
they are to expand at all. Only then can the overcome the iner- established, local, political proceis as well ds its ongoing role in
tia, external resistance, or internal start-up Roblems which act as state and, now, federal government requires that continual atten-
barriers to policmxpansion." 17 Public attention and shifts iin ex- tion be directed toward constituency needs. Particularly at the
pectations create dis. ontinuities in policy development as well as ..),locanevel, organizational processes are in place to handle much
opportunities for major changes. . V this input on a daily basis and educators must constantly re-

The issue attention- policy response cycle has certain identifi- spond to pressures generated by the public. Consequently, when
able stages. The fjrst, is underscaling where public concern defines major shifts in attentiondo occur, there may be less disruption in
a specific underseeved area as important. In education, under- basic policy. The political base of education permits more sensi-
scaling is illustrated by the period from the mid 1950s to 1965 in tive and continuous monitoring of and adjustment to public
which a, role fir the federal government in education was slowly interests. Indeed, the losses in terms of gdod policy assessment
defined and enacted During this period, existing policy patterns due to miscuing andoverwlielming feedback may be offset by,tlle
were vievired as Unsatisfactory. Pressures for change built. How- gaiiis duelto the relative invulnerability of educational policy to 4,

' ever:despite publicconcern there arealways barriers to overcom- the vagaries and disruptions of major swings in the issue atten-
ing the inertia or underscaling in policy response. ine major ob- tion cycle. Since there are few such undetected major or dram'atic
stacle is simply "thinking small" and "thinkingroutinely." 4 sec- shifts in public attention to educational problems, a rational-
and obstacle is that of consolidating control over those organize- comprehensive approach to deci,s'ion making may be less useful
done' operations upon which change is predicated. Both of these, and can be disruptive if the, resulting policy decision creates
'reflect the bureaucratic tendency to prefer stability and predicta- rather than responds to shifts in the issue attention cycle.
bility and the 'organizational bias towards incremental ; I .
policymaking. Rational-comprehensive change requires new in- E. Effects of Organizationat Redundancy at. 'formation and initiative as well as extensive, centralized adminis- Organizatio01 characteristics also influence the choice of ,a, .
tratiVe coordination. , deci;sion-makjng str'ategy.. Incrementalism relies upon the pur-.In order to address public concern over underscaling. policy ;suit of short-term goals by different.units in an organization and.

. I .plannys must envision major or rqdical changes, and a large noon the resulting tonflic ts and mistakes among organizational ...

scale of response is used to overcome threshold effects and actors-for the refinement of policy `t argues that the short-run,start-up cl.sts and todemonstrate urgency and puipose. Tffhere is duplication of resources and-effort is less wasteful in the long
' a capture point'" at this stage in which public concern must be term than is a strategy of stream-lined decision making focusing

.translated into specific commitments of goals and resources. hr orz immediate,, narrowly efficient solutions. Organi7,ational re-
order to capture the prerequisite, continuing, critical mass of aihdancy appears to enhance the quality of policy.'" Thus, when

'II

' support, goals must beset and promises Emphasis'mphasis upon an organization has a relatne abundance of resources, incremen-,..

critic i'ir drama is often used in order to create-sufficient momen- --tat-decision making may be preferable. .
aturn to begin to motivate participants, to coOrdinate policy, and to Organizations facing conditions of little or no slack may be less .

respond to public expectations Passage xif the Elementary and able to employ incremental decision strategies. ':The less redun-,
., cectmdary Education Act of 1965 was such a capture point .in dant are an organization'f'; resources, the;smeller the proportion

education, The coincidence of Kennedy's death' and Johnson's of those resources will it rationally be willingto invest in learning
Skill in legislating Great Society programs joined a new policy processes that promise marginal improvements- in future
approach to an'expanded constituency base. , policies."21 in such cases "the sacrifice of some resources now for

JI loweyer, once developed, rational-comprehensive policy so-
,

a little more knowledge laterrnay preven it from- surviving,long,
1.6tiops frequentlyenter a thirdstage of mast-Wing, where'policy..,.... enoughto apply the knowledgf; gained." .2 Under extreme condi-

.
performance 'exceeds. public demand. Frequently results are bons, despite the increased likelihotic .of failure, only a well -' ',.
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planned and explicitly coordinated strategy committing all avail-
_ able resources holds out thlogical possibility of success. As re-

sources diminish so does the comparative advantage of trial anct,
error policy definition.

The decentralized ostructure and geographic dispersion of
American education at the local and state level create a basic re-
dundaney.in educational organization and,program and limit ef-
forts to coordinate policy in any rational-coMprehensive
approach. Since school districts have broadly defined recourse to
their own sources of reven'6e and are independent units of gov-
ernment, redundancy is generic. The course ckf school district
consolidation and cooperation testifies td the values attached to
localism and independence in education despite anycmerits of
costrefficieficy or ppgrammatic diversity. Although scarcity and
conditions of fin'aniial exigency dctend to centralize and coordi-
nate decision making to some degree; this can have only limited-
impact uppthe pattern of educational decision malliag. The
basic role educatipn in snclety,,and its direct pipeline to local tax
resources ensure its;conlinuatioft as one of the policy areas least
subject to rationalecompr ensive approaches to policy.

J

F. Effects of theTtiO ution of Power
The usefulness of incrementalism, as a "decision-making

strategy is also dependent upon the distnbution of power within
the organization and its environment. If this strategy is to work
well, it relies upon the availability of a bargaining arena and the
parkipation orthoseaffected. Feedback and coordination are
.achi ed competition. The market mechanism which trans-
lates v ues and preferences into patterns of resource allocation
.or poll utput relies on a reasbnableililtribution of resources
and MPutwithin the decision-Taking organization. When too
much inecAlitx of power exists, the self-correcting mechanism
of the market ot 'operate very,effectively. Insofar as incre-
mental decision m ng is a self-adjusting strategy dependent

,upon the processof m tual adjustment between interested par-
ties for feedback, its effectiveness is reduced if power and access
are too unevenly distribUted among.participants in the process
and if the outcome is skeweclin fayor of the preference of only the
poiverful.23

Several facets of the nature and distribution of power in educa---4>
tional organizations appear' to predispose to incrementalist
strategies in decision making: Fast is the basis of education ?s a
professiofi. As prolessidnals, teachers and administrators are
specialists bo h in the nature of their knoOledge and the organi-
zation of their xpertise. This circumscribes the pow% relation-
ship between t acher and administrator in many areas of mutual
concern and creases pressures for more consultative rather
than authoritarian exchanges.Ihis is also evident inthe relation-
ship between school boards, and administrators where laymen
are primarily dependent upon,superiotendents for the flow and..
quality of information. As .a result, educational policy is the
product of bargaining among affected groups Bargaining most
frequently requires incremental procedws in order to achieve a
modicum of compromise and produces increnental_policy re-

.sults in most cases.

Furtherniore, as discussed earlier, the pluralistic organizVion
of institutions of education and a clknocratic value system stress- .

ingarticipation eksure a distribution of power and access suffi:
cient to perform a veto function over major policy shifts. In this
pluralistic approach, it is much easier to prevent major change
than to negotiate it. The result That when change occurs, it is at
the margin ratherthan at The center Of policy.. As Murphy con-
cludes in his assessmeht of the pitfalls encountered in imple-
men ting Tiile I of the.Efementarypncl Seeondary Education Act.

The federal systemwith its dispersion of power and control
not only permits but encourages the evasion and dilution of federal

"

refurm, making d nearly impossible (Jr the federal administrator to
impose program pnonttes, those not diluted by congressiOnal isor-
vention can be ignored during state and local implementation 24

G. Effects of Organizational Maturity .
Some relationship between orgiinii.ationall maturity and policy

approach has been found although much work remains 'to be
done in this area." Preliminary findings substantiate- the pattern,
of incremental iycision strategies ,in organizations of specIfic
ages or levels of maturity..

1. The lesAnature an ageneysthe greater the changes in its policy
actions. The more mature an agency,Ahe less the changes in its(
policy actions.

2. As agencies get older, the magoltude of change idappropriations
decreases and moves from a period of oscillation to a period of
ficceleration. This suggests that youthful agencies change their
patterns of policy autionsaapidly and sporadically but that more
mature agencies settle into a pattern in which the te of change in
their actions moves in a rather predictable and steady direction.

3 As agendes get older, they get larger (in terms of total personnel)
but the magnitude of change clecre1ses.'"

7
Aging appears to produce similar organilational effects and

policy consequences 2' Age increases budges and personnel and
slowly creates stability of goals It enhances the organization's
ability to respond skillfully to changes in the social environment
and to redefine policy areas As appropriate. Policy activity:ap-
pear.. s to be associated with conditions of moderate tenure and
turnover. Too little turnover or very short tenure, like too high
turnover or excessive tenure, appears to result in decreasing pol-
icy activity." By iplication, organizational maturity and stabilP
.ity increase reliance upon familiar strategies of incremental deci-
sion making Major policy shifts are the products of younger,
smaller, or severely threatened organizations; and the
decision-making strategies of such organizations are more likely
to be rational - comprehensive.

f ducational .arganizations, generally, are long establithed.
Only in the new and the threatened or dying educational enter-
prise can a departure frolu the incremental policy pattern be dis-
cerned. In such cases a certain degree of entrepreneurial behaviot
is associated with those instrtutions which are struggling either to
carxe a niche for themselves or to prevent imminent fiscal exi-,
gencyfor example, new speci4 district edtkational agencies set
up to ()coal with 'and coordinate problems of the handicapped
have 'demonstrated initiative which frequently impinges on the
traditional territorial boundaries of existing programs. Organiza-
tional requirdmentsare predisposed toward such major policy
shifts. In the.example of local schools, those most threatened
with closing by declining enrollments are frequently most ()pep
to cligige". New programs are sought in the effort to increase the
clientele and constituent base needed to ensure adequate sup-
port in the, political arena. In both cases, policy initiatives offer .-
substantive rather than marginal change. Decision-making pat- i*
terns are more centrally, coordinated and rational-
comprehensive, in such cases, in order to meet the demands of ..

"age and stage" in the life cycle of an organization.
, .

Conclusion
. , .

Many proponents of policy analysis in education summarily
dismiss ingementalism as "muddling through" and tinkering
with the status quo. Instead, the promise of a rationalistic pOlicy,

dianalysis which deals with problems on a more complete aid sci-
entific basis is held out. To the educational armory of anning
and system analysis howls added the weapon,of policy analysis
in its rational-Comprehensive 'form: The glitter of such an
approach would, howeVer, appear to be predominantly intellec-
Wel. In the practical world of substantive decisions, the question

. . .
C



remains, "Is t,,e general formula .for better policymakingione of
more science and more polqical ambition or a new and improved
Muddling . silt, .

The environment and organizational frameworks of.educa-
tionat policymaking appear to be strdngly predispoged toward
rncrementalism in decision making. In other words"}` he bias to-
wards incrementaligrn results from the underlying structdre of
the educational policy

making
as an effect, not a 'cause. All

mapproaches to decision are fundamentally constrained by
the decentralized, pluralistic, and politically rooted policy pro-
cess in education atall levels. Any effortto reconstruct4he policy
process in education into the rational-comprehensive model
must be preceded by a fundamental restructuring of the political
and economic framework in which that process is embedded. We
must take care not to demand as a policy outcome that 4vhich is'
structurally impossible.

For most critics c4 educational policy, "the-most freqiiimt and
basic objection is not to simple incremental analysis of incremen-

, tal alternatives actually on the ylolitic "agenda, it is, wstead, to
the political practice okh'ange only y increment That is to say,
the objection, is not to incremental analysis but to the incremental
politics to avhich incremental analysis is nicely suited."' For
edaators the key policy question remains one of adjusting the
desired policy mutcorrie, to the structural and procedural con-
straints of a demo tically based process-, The policy.problemrs
one of working with roues in such a way that their interactions

ill produci acceptable policy.3'
Incre mentalism is a relatively old and well-dev'eloped analytic

framework andatlategy for decision making. As such, it can pro-
vide a basis for research and teaching in the areas of educational
policy'anddecision making. It has had little audience in the litera-
ture of educational administration and policy to date. I would
suggestThat the theory of,mcrementalisnrffers-a productive re-
source and strategy for thinking through policy problems in edu-
cation. It deserves more serious attention from practihohers and
researchers alike. Only at our peri' can we neglect much of the
iiseful infOrmation gleaned in the past lip years about this
approach to policy. Incrementalism appears to be most suited to
the basic environmental and organizational characteristics-of
educational policymaking in this country.
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